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Application Launching During Application Installation on a Mobile Device

Abstract:
This publication describes techniques to allow an application to launch on a mobile device,
for example, a smartphone, once the device downloads a portion of a package file associated with
the application. The package file includes the initial data necessary to launch the application. The
initial data can be referred to as the “idle nugget” and can include executables, objects, images,
audio, and/or geometry files. The mobile device is not required to download the remaining
package file data before a user can initially launch the application. As a result, the idle nugget can
be prioritized by an application distribution service to download first to the mobile device. Once
the mobile device downloads the idle nugget, the mobile device can launch the application before
it downloads the entirety of the package file. The remainder of the package file can continue to be
downloaded in the background while the user launches and uses the application.

Keywords:
Idle nugget, core files, streaming, deployment, install, package file, package file format,
virtual file system, Android package kit, APK, mobile device, portable electronic device, mobile
application

Background:
The use of applications on mobile devices, for example, smartphones, smartwatches,
tablets, and electronic readers, has become increasingly popular. Many applications have become
larger as the resources and features of mobile devices have increased. Despite faster download
speeds being available, some applications can take a significant amount of time for a user to
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download. As a result, there is increased demand for positive user experiences when downloading
large mobile applications.
Once an application developer has finalized an application or application update, the
developer packages the associated data and files into a package file format that can be installed
onto a mobile device for download from an application distribution service. Mobile devices
generally require the package file associated with an application to be transferred in its entirety
before initially launching the application. If the package file size is large, transferring the entire
package file before launching the application takes considerable time. The delay in initially
opening an application can frustrate users and may cause many of them to cancel a download
midway.
It is desirable to provide a means to download applications to mobile devices so that users
can interact with them more quickly.

Description:
This publication describes techniques to allow a mobile application to launch on a mobile
device once the mobile device downloads a portion of the package file. An application is
downloaded to a mobile device using a package file format, for example, an Android Package Kit
(APK). The package file includes initial data (e.g., executables, objects, images, audio files,
geometry files, and/or portions thereof) necessary to initially launch the application. Figure 1
illustrates an example of a package file for an application.
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Figure 1
As illustrated in Figure 1, the package file of an application can include executables,
objects, images, audio files, and geometry files. The application distribution service has identified
the executables and portions of other files as the initial data required to launch the application.
Engineers can refer to this initial data as the “idle nugget.” The idle nugget, which is illustrated in
Figure 1 as the grayed areas, can include entire files or portions of a file.
The application distribution service can prioritize the idle nugget to transfer first to the
mobile device. Once the mobile device downloads the idle nugget, the user can launch the
application before the device downloads the entirety of the package file. The remainder of the
package file can continue to download in the background while the user launches and uses the
application.
Examples of mobile devices that may utilize the technology described in this publication
include smartphones, laptops, tablets, and wearable devices. A mobile device includes processors
and transceivers for transmitting data to, and receiving data from, an access point of a wireless
network. A mobile device can communicate via a wired connection (e.g., Ethernet, USB) or via a
wireless connection (e.g., Bluetooth, Wi-Fi) with an application distribution service.

The

application distribution service provides a collection of applications available for a user to
download.
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The mobile devices also include computer-readable media (CRM) that include device data.
Device data include user data, multimedia data, applications, an operating system, and an
Incremental File System (Incremental FS) virtual file system. The device data are executable by
the processor(s) to enable incremental file streaming. The operating system can include a Package
Manager/Installer that operates at an application framework level of a software stack of the
operating system. The Package Manager/Installer enables a partial installation of an application
to appear to the operating system as if the application is fully installed on the mobile device.
The operating system can also include an Incremental Service that operates at a system
services level of the software stack.

The Incremental Service can monitor for application

installation requests on the mobile device, notify the Package Manager and an Incremental FS
kernel module of installation requests, and track the virtual installation of the application files.
The Incremental FS kernel module, which is part of a kernel layer, can receive a notification from
the Incremental Service of a package file download.

Once a notification is received, the

Incremental FS kernel module can also create a virtual file of the package file in an Incremental
FS virtual file system, receive the idle nugget, and permit the application to launch once the mobile
device downloads the idle nugget.
Figure 2 illustrates an example sequence for an application to launch on a mobile device
once the mobile device downloads the idle nugget of a package file.
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Figure 2
As illustrated in Figure 2, an application developer publishes the package file (or “app
bundle”) for an application or an updated application to an application distribution service
(abbreviated as “ADS” in Figure 2). The application distribution service prepares the package file
into a specified package file format, for example, an Android Package Kit (APK).
The application distribution service preprocesses the package file and identifies the idle
nugget. The idle nugget can be determined based on typical access patterns of the application on
mobile devices. For example, the application distribution service can log memory page access
patterns for an application as mobile devices download and initially launch it. Upon identifying
the idle nugget, the application distribution service transfers and installs the idle nugget to a user’s
mobile device. The application distribution service then transfers the remaining data in the
package file in the background.
When a user requests to download the application, the application distribution service
receives a request to transfer the package file for the application to the user’s mobile device. The
application distribution service incrementally transmits the idle nugget via a connection to the
mobile device. By front-loading the idle nugget data, the application can appear on the mobile
device before the device downloads the entire package file.
When the user requests to download the application from the application distribution
service, the mobile device sends a request to install the application to the Incremental Service. The
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Incremental Service notifies the Incremental FS kernel module of the installation request. The
Incremental FS kernel module executes on the mobile device to virtually install the application,
and the Incremental Service tracks the virtual installation of the application files. With the idle
nugget downloaded, a package manager registers the application with the operating system and
notifies a launcher that the installation has completed. The Incremental FS kernel module creates
a virtual file in the Incremental FS virtual file system and allocates space to install the entire
package file. Once the mobile device downloads the idle nugget, the package manager and
launcher display an icon for the application and/or a message indicating that the user can launch
the application.
If the user launches the application, the mobile device will continue to transfer the
remainder of the package file (e.g., image files, sound files, geometry files) in the background.
The application distribution service can track the order of the parts of the package file that are
transmitted and can transfer the remaining portion of the package file in the background while the
application is active. This installation process, with an initial download of the idle nugget, allows
a user to quickly interact with an application on a mobile device even if the application is large.
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